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This guide will provide you with all the information you need to answer your assignments in line 

with the ACT Rules and Regulations, as well provide useful information about how to use the ACT 

eAssessment Centre and submit your assignment(s) for the Diploma in Treasury Management 

(AMCT) unit 3, 4a or 4b.  

Please use this guide as a handy point of reference.  

  

1 Deadlines and dates 
 

You decide when you want to opt in and work on the assignment(s) for submission. For the optional 

units 4a and 4b you decide which unit you wish to take, you do not need to complete both units.  

 

Please keep up to date with the booking deadlines and assignment submission dates on the ACT 

website at  

https://www.treasurers.org/learning/qualifications/assessment/diptm. Make sure you book by the 

published deadlines or you may have to wait for the next available opportunity.  

2 Reasonable adjustment for taking an assessment 
 

It is important that you inform the ACT if you have any permanent or temporary condition that you 

wish to be taken into consideration when doing the assignment. Please ensure you have read the 

Reasonable Adjustment Policy to see if you are eligible and what documentation wi ll be  required. 

This is available on the ACT website at:  

https://www.treasurers.org/learning/qualifications/assessment/policies   

 

On the Reasonable adjustment form you will be asked to complete some specific details on the 

adjustment and your requirements. You will also have to upload supporting documentation. You will 

need to provide medical evidence (certificate) and/or a psychological or other assessment report. If  

you are in any doubt, please contact the Assessment team at assessment@treasurers.org. 

The Reasonable Adjustment Form is available on the ACT website at: 

https://www.treasurers.org/learning/qualifications/assessment/certt 
 

You must submit your request 6 weeks before the assignment submission date. 

If you have previously applied for reasonable adjustment you do not need to provide this 

information each time you book an assessment if it is an ongoing condition.   

https://www.treasurers.org/learning/qualifications/assessment/diptm
https://www.treasurers.org/learning/qualifications/assessment/policies
mailto:assessment@treasurers.org
https://www.treasurers.org/learning/qualifications/assessment/certt
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3 Logging into the eAssessment Centre 

  
Enter the username and password. If this is the first time of logging in you will find these detail s on 

your confirmation email.  

 

 

 

If this is the first time you have logged in, you will be prompted to update the password 

immediately.  

 

Enter the Old Password – this is the one provided on your confirmation email. 

Enter the New Password – this is your choice of password but please follow the password policy. 

Confirm the New Password again and press SAVE. 
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To confirm your password has been updated you will see the following message. Use the new 

password from now on.  

 

 

 

4 What to do if you forget your password 
 

On the login page you will see ‘Forgotten your password?’ Click on it and enter your emai l  address ,  

then select ‘Request password change’. 

 

 

You will then see the following message: 
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You will receive a Password Change Request email. If you don’t receive this email, please check your 

junk items. Follow the instructions on the email.  

 

 

 

Click on the link provided in the email and reset your password. Enter your email address and se lect 

‘Request password change’ 

 

 

 

Enter a New password, confirm and Save.  
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5 If you need to change your username (email address) 
 

If you can no longer use the email address you provided e.g. you used a work email address and you 

have now moved companies, then update your email address via your ACT web account (this i s not 

the same as your ACT eAssessment login details) at https://www.treasurers.org/user.   

 

Select Login and enter your ACT username and password.  

 

 

Click onto ‘My Profile’, in the ‘Email and social media’ section update your new email address and 

ensure you select this as your preferred email. The eAssessment Centre uses the preferred emai l as 

the username.  

 

 

 

  

https://www.treasurers.org/user
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You will then receive two emails. The first email will be sent to the old email address (an example i s 

shown below). Don’t worry if you can’t access your old email as an email will also be sent to the new 

one.   

 

 

 

 

An example of the email sent to the new email address is shown below. Click on the link to the ACT 

eAssessment Centre and login with the new username and password provided on the email. You will 

then be asked to change your password.  
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6 Your journey in the eAssessment Centre 

 
 

 
 

 

If we have any news items or alerts we need to make you aware of, these will be posted on  this 

page, so please check it regularly.  

 

Info Hub – go into the hub to download and read your eAssessment guide.  

 

Also included in the hub are: 

✓ ACT assessment policies and rules and regulations 

✓ Specimen assignment briefs  

✓ ACT career hub (in Tips and information) 

✓ ACT workshops and webinars to enhance your assessment chances 

✓ Frequently asked questions 

✓ Notes on results 

 

My assignment – download your exam and assignment briefs and upload assignments for 

submission.  

My results – your assessment grades, feedback and unit completion certificates will be available 

here.  
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Change display scheme 

You can change the screen to high contrast or high visibility here.  

 

 

If you need to make the screen larger you can zoom in by selecting View from the browser and 

selecting the required %.  
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7 eAssessment Platform (Calibrand) 
 

In addition, you will need to use a system with the following: 

Trusted web browsers 

We recommend the use of Google Chrome when accessing the eAssessment Centre at all times. 

Please note that all MAC users will be required to use Goggle Chrome and not Safari  as the testing 

site is not compatible with Safari. 

Trusted sites 

Before using calibrandtest, please ensure that its url has been added to trusted sites and trusted 

sites is set to windows defaults. 

Screens 

Calibrandtest supports screen resolution between 1024x768 and 1680x1050 and works best in 

1440x900. 

Please note that calibrandtest does not support extended desktops, and machines used for formal or 

high-stakes tests should only ever have a single monitor attached to them. 

Network 

Calibrandtest supports PCs with a connection to the internet of 100kb/s or higher bandwidth.  

These requirements are available from the eAssessment Centre homepage, click on the cog icon in 

the top right hand corner and select ‘Client Requirements’. 
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8 Specimen assignments for units 3, 4a and 4b 
 

There are specimen papers for all unit assignments which are available in the Info hub in the 

eAssessment Centre.  

 

The specimen assignment has been produced by the Association of Corporate Treasurers (ACT)  to 

assist students in their preparation for the Diploma in Treasury Management assignments.  It 

contains an assignment for the specified unit as well as example answers.  It is important to 

highlight that the answers provided in this paper are not exhaustive and that any other reasonable  

answers would be awarded marks in a marked assignment. 

  

Ideally, students should have completed the majority of their studies for Unit 3 before attempting 

this specimen assignment.  Students should allow themselves up to 1 month to properly analyse 

the content, questions and write out their answers when completing this specimen assignment.  

They should then review their performance to identify areas of weakness on which to concentrate  

the remainder of their study time.  When candidates enter for an assignment session, the 

assignment questions will be released around 1 month prior to the deadline date for submissions. 

Candidates will then have this time to work on their assignment and submit their final paper online 

via the eAssessment Centre.  

 

Although the specimen exam in this guide is typical of a Diploma in Treasury Management 

assignment, it should be noted that it is not possible to test every single aspect of  the syl labus in 

any one particular assignment.  To prepare properly, candidates should make full use of the tuition 

options where available and read as widely as possible to ensure that the whole syllabus has been 

covered. 
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9 How to get your assignment brief and template assignment 
front cover 

 
The assignment brief is only available 3-4 weeks before the submission deadline date. Go into 

Assignments from the homepage. The Assessment team will notify you by email when the brief is 

available for you to download.  

The unit you have booked and the deadline date to submit any corresponding assignment(s) will be 

shown here.   

Assignment briefs are different for each assessment sitting.  

 

Brief - click on ‘download’ and you will see your assignment brief and instructions to get started. We 

recommend you save a copy of this brief which is in PDF format.  

Template – click on ‘download’ and you will see your assignment front cover. Complete the details 

and attach to the start of your assignment document before upload. We recommend you save a 

copy of this front cover which is a Word document.  

Status - will show as ‘Awaiting upload’ until the assignment has been submitted. 
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10 Assignment techniques – things to know  
 
Please ensure you read this section fully before starting work on the assignment.  

The best way to approach assignments is to work methodically through the assignment and the 

questions within. Some tips for candidates are listed here: 

 

• Read the assignment brief (questions) fully and understand what is being asked. 

• Make sure that your answer reflects the context of the questions.  

• Address all the issues raised in each question. For example, if two issues are required check 

that you have provided an answer for both issues.  

• Do not group parts together; if a question has a part (a) and (b) then you need to answer 

them separately.  

• Ensure that the length and breadth of your answer matches the maximum marks available 

for the question, e.g. a 30 mark question requires more breadth than 10 or 20 mark 

questions.  

• Ensure that you answer all questions on the assignment brief.  

• There is not always a single correct answer for a question and marks will be awarded for al l  

valid responses.  

• Your assignment should be no more than 6,000 words.  

• Assignments should be typed in Word using font size 12 

 

When all of the questions have been answered, it is prudent to use any remaining time before the 

submission date to go through each question again, carefully, to double -check that nothing has been 

missed.  Altering just one response could make the difference between passing and failing. 

Remember that for the specimen assignment, you are unable to submit your work for marking.  

 

Please ensure you show your workings within your answer when prompted as this means there are  

marks available for the workings out.  
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10.1  Use of correct referencing  
 

You must acknowledge other people’s ideas and work  when writing your assignment. You can do 

this in the following ways: 

 

• Incorporate a reference within the assignment itself, for example: Enestor Dos Santos (2014)  

said that Growth in the region was 2.9% in 2012, below the figure for the two previous 

years, dragged down above all by the performance of Brazil . 

 

• Quote from a book or paper by putting the comment in “...” and cite the page, the author 

and date, for example: “Growth in the region was 2.9% in 2012, below the figure for the two 

previous years, dragged down above all by the performance of Brazil .”(Enestor Dos Santos et 

al, 2014, p143). 

 

• Whatever references you use, ensure that you include a full and complete list of them at the 

end of your assignment as a reference list. If you have used information from the internet, 

you must list the web page and the date it was accessed. The references should be in 

alphabetical order and written as follows (these are just an example): 

Books: 

Enestor Dos Santos, The International Treasurer’s Handbook, (2014)  

pp143 

Edited books: 

The International Treasurer’s Handbook, (2014)  

pp61–78. 

Internet sites: 

Association of Corporate Treasurers: 

http://www.treasurers.org [accessed 15 July 2016] 
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10.2  Authenticity and plagiarism  
 

By uploading the finished assignment, you are confirming that the content is 1) your own work and 

2) you have not copied or amended work from another source or student.  

 

You are also consenting to having the assignment passed through the ACT’s anti-plagiarism software. 

These checks are with published sources and in some cases with another student. If a match is found 

then this will be fully investigated and the appropriate action taken. Please refer to the ACT 

Plagiarism and Collusion Policy available on our website for further information. 

 

By submitting assignments, you agree to comply with the following rules: 

 

• The work you submit must be your own and be in your own words.  

• You must not copy or amend work from another source including another student. 

• Your assignment must not include content which another person has dictated to you. 

• Where you draw on other work, you must fully reference it – refer to section 10.1.  

• You must not work with another student to write your assignment  

• Another person must not write your assignment for you. 

• You must not write an assignment for another person. 

• You must not be involved in any other dishonourable or unprofessional conduct relating  to 

the completion and submission of your assignments.  

• You should take care to safeguard your assignment. 

 

Failure to comply with the following rules may result in 1) your assignments being withdrawn where 

there are high matches to published sources 2) disciplinary action being taken against you.  

 

Disciplinary action may also be taken against any candidate found guilty of dishonourable or 

unprofessional conduct, or committing a breach of the assessment rules.  

  

https://www.treasurers.org/professional-standards/assessment/policies
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10.3  Tackling assignments – six useful tips 
 

Tip #1 – know the learning outcomes you are supposed to cover for 

the unit 
 

Use the syllabus to act as a checklist to get yourself ready to tackle your assignment. The syllabus 

contains all the things you might be tested on and gives clues to the level of depth and analysis you 

will be expected to go into whilst writing your assignment. 

In particular, look at the learning outcomes in the syllabus. Below is an example of a learning 

outcome from the Unit 4b syllabus: 

“Recommend appropriate tools to manage trade payables to optimise the working capital cycle of 

the organisation”. 

The learning outcome tells you that you must be able to make recommendations about tools to 

manage trade payables to optimise working capital. This means you must be able to: 

• Define what trade payables are 

• Understand what role they play in optimising working capital  

• Look at the pros and cons of various trade payable options and within a particular scenario, 

work out what is the best selection to use to optimise working capital. 

If you can answer these bullets then you are probably well placed to answer any questions set by the 

examiner as any question they might pose could ask you to recommend a trade payable solution to a 

working capital problem. 
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Tip #2 – Knowing the difference between and exam and an 

assignment – what the examiner is looking for 
 

The ACT examiners are only allowed to test learning outcomes in the syllabus so there should be no 

surprises in either an exam or an assignment – see tip #1. 

However, their expectations of the level of depth you should go into may change depending 

whether you are writing an assignment or an exam. With assignments, you have longer to prepare, 

can refer to your notes, study guides and other reading so the examiner will expect you to be more 

thorough than you would be in a closed, time-constrained exam where you are relying on your 

memory. 

The examiner will expect you to: 

• Bring real world examples (of either your own company or high profile ones which you may 

have come across in your preparations) 

• Read around the syllabus and the materials provided – the Diploma in Treasury 

Management is a level 6 qualification and it is expected that candidates will have read 

around the learning outcomes from sources other than those materials. See the suggested 

reading list on the learning site for more information.  

• Go into depth – so if you are asked to make a recommendation, this should be a deep 

analysis and the recommendation should be clearly justified 

• Show that you can truly apply theory into practice 

 

Tip #3 – Read the case and the questions thoroughly 
 

Most students fail because they don’t do this! Do not be tempted to write everything you know 

about trade payables just because you see these words in an assignment. ALWAYS look for clues in 

the questions: 

Here’s a question taken from Unit 3: 

Section A – Critically analyse the situation described in the scenario with reference to, and 

application of, relevant concepts, theories and frameworks)   30 marks 
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The examiner here wants you to critically analyse – so this is your first clue. This means: 

• You need to dig beneath the surface of the scenario you are presented with (so read it 

properly for further hints and clues) 

• Investigate the potential reasons which might be causing the scenario to happen 

• Divide up the scenario into its key facts and issues 

• Look at the strengths and weaknesses or pros and cons of different ideas  

• Look at different arguments or points of view to those in the scenario and apply them to the 

scenario if they are relevant or explain why you have discounted them 

• Substantiate your arguments 

• Build your case as to what conclusion you have come to 

 

It doesn’t mean: 

• Describe the scenario back to the examiner 

• Write everything you know about the theories that underpin the scenario or question  

 

Tip #4 – structuring your response to assignments – look for the clues 
 

The examiner will often give you clues as to how to physically structure your response. Make sure 

you read the instructions at the front of the assignment carefully as these will guide you. 

• Check the word count: ACT assignments have a word count of 6000 words so you should 

stick to it. 

 

• Write a report – this means that you must write your answers in a report style. The examiner 

may help you structure the report by breaking the assignment questions into sections as the 

example below shows: 

• SECTION A – Sporty’s board has asked for a review on the consequences of consolidating 

the accounts of Xhang based on the full consolidation of Xhang.  

The review, in the form of a report, should cover the relevant accounting standards and 

necessary actions required to be compliant with the standards mentioned.  Where 
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appropriate your report should stipulate any further information that may be needed in 

order for the consolidation to happen. 35 marks 

• SECTION B - The CFO is anxious to introduce hedge accounting as soon as possible 

following the acquisition, if it occurs. In an addendum to your report, appraise what 

benefits will accrue from the adoption of hedge accounting, indicate any reservations 

you may have, in particular, the company’s eligibility to use hedge accounting, and 

provide clear recommendations as to what action the company should take. 15 marks 

• SECTION C - Tax implications of corporate transactions are difficult to ignore in practice. 

With reference to the Case Study presented in Section A, prepare a report for the Board 

of Sporty summarising the potential tax ramifications of the acquisition of Xhang, and 

offer recommendations as to how Sporty could structure the transaction in order to 

minimise its immediate and on-going tax liabilities. 25 marks 

• Section D – With respect to the discussions between the CEO and Treasurer on 

relocating the Treasury function of the combined business, prepare a report for the 

Board that assesses the key regulatory, reporting and governance aspects to be 

considered in general, and for each location:  Dublin (Eire), New York (USA) and 

Singapore.  25 marks 

Break down your answers according to different sections. Note that each section has been allocated 

marks so this gives you a further clue as to how much you need to write. Total marks available are 

100. Working on the basis that 6000 words are worth 100 marks means that you should aim to be 

writing approximately the following number of words per section: 

Section A: 35 marks – 2100 words 

Section B: 15 marks – 900 words 

Section C & D: 25 marks each – 1500 words each 

This also provides a clue about how much depth and breadth your answer should have – so section B 

is not looking for the same level of analysis in your answer as Section A.  
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Tip #5 – Writing in a report style 
 

The ACT wants students to build their report writing skills as this is a likely skill needed in the 

workplace and is therefore a key competency professionals should have. Sometimes we may not ask 

you to provide your answer in sections but simply to write a report.  

There are different approaches to writing reports so there is no one fixed right or wrong way to do it 

but you should bear in mind the following tips: 

Style: - Keep it simple! Don’t use long wordy sentences or jargon  

Layout: follow any instructions on your assignment paper – word count, spacing, font etc where 

applicable – if there is none then make sure your paper is clearly readable. Use bullets, numbering 

and section headings to make your report easy to read and give it a good flow 

Labelling: make sure you label tables or diagrams that you might use  

Referencing: If you use any 3rd party quotes, make sure they are marked clearly in quotation marks 

“xxx” and the original source is referenced in a footnote or endnote  

Structure: Most reports will follow a typical structure but you must use your discretion to decide 

what is the most appropriate format to answer the assignment question. Things you may wish to 

consider using in the structure might be: 

• Title 

• Introduction 

• Discussion 

• Summary and conclusions 

• Recommendations 

• (Appendix) 

 

Remember the examiner is looking for reasoned answers to the questions which are structured in a 

way that is logical and easy to read. As long as you follow these basic rules you should be able to 

structure your answers appropriately. 
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Tip #6: Use your online tutor, where available 
 

Students should not ask their tutors for help in answering their assignments. This includes helping to 

clarify information in the scenario, understand the question, giving hints about what things should 

be considered in answering the question and how to structure your answers. This would be 

considered as cheating as the assignment would not be your own work. 

However, you can ask the tutor to help you: 

• Understand anything you don’t understand in the study guide 

• Seek advice on further sources of reading or examples on anything covered in the study 

guide 

• Help with understanding the specimen assignments provided by the ACT, including 

understanding of what the questions mean and the information contained in the  model 

answers 

• With any general hints and tips on how you write reports 
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11 Uploading your finished assignment/deadlines  
 

Once you have completed the assignment and you want to upload it for marking, make sure you 

have done the following: 

1. Read and understood section 10, 10.1 and 10.2 of this guide. 

2. Completed the assignment fully (once uploaded and saved you cannot resubmit). 

3. Ensure you have kept to the required word count. 

4. Completed the front cover template as outlined in section 9 and added it to the front of 

your assignment. 

5. Upload in the following formats and do not exceed 5MB 

o Acrobat PDF 

o Microsoft Word 

Deadline date – you must upload by the deadline submission date. On this date you can submit up 

until 24:00 hours UK time. You cannot upload past the deadline as the ‘Awaiting upload’ function will  

no longer be available to you, this will change to ‘Uploaded’.  

We cannot accept late submissions. If you do not submit in time you will need to opt in and take the 

assignment again, but please note the assignment brief will not be the same for the next sitting. The 

Assessment team will email you to remind you of the submission deadline dates beforehand.  

11.1 How to upload 

 
When you are ready, go into the ‘Assignment’ section of the eAssessment Centre  and click on 

‘Awaiting upload’ next to the unit name you are uploading the assignment for. If you are booked for 

more than one assignment, make sure you upload the correct one. You enter Turnitin (anti 

plagiarism detection software) and at this point you have to accept the Turnitin User Agreement.  
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The name of the unit assignment you are uploading will show on the screen. If you click on the smal l  

i icon as shown below you can see the assignment deadline date and the date the result will be 

released.  

 

To upload the assignment, select the up arrow icon as shown below.  

 

A box will appear to upload the file. Go to the ‘Upload a file tab’. 

Enter a submission title, this should be your ACT customer number. 

Then click on ‘Select a file to upload’. 
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At this point you can cancel the submission if you need to upload again or ‘Accept submission – save’ 

when you are ready.  

If you choose to cancel you will be taken back to the Submit file screen as shown above and you wi l l  

need to add your submission title and upload the file again.  

 

When you select ‘Accept submission – save’. You will see the following appear with ticks as it 

becomes Received, Validated and then Ready to submit.  
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Once uploaded, a receipt will be available. This receipt is evidence that the assignment has been 

submitted for marking successfully. You should save a copy of the receipt.  

12 Assignment Results 
 

For the published results dates go to the ‘Assignment date’ section on: 

https://www.treasurers.org/learning/qualifications/assessment/diptm  

 

The exams are marked and then subject to the review and moderation process designed by the ACT 

Examination Board. When the results are confirmed, they will be available for you to view in the ACT 

eAssessment Centre, ‘My Results’. You will be sent an email to tell you when the results are available 

to view.  For more information about your results, please see the ‘Notes To Results’ document that 

is located within the Info hub section of the eAssessment Centre.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.treasurers.org/learning/qualifications/assessment/diptm
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